PRS HX 100 & 50
AMPLIFIERS

When I was a teenager, my older brother brought home a record. Naturally, while he was out somewhere, I went
into his room, and I saw this album cover that I would later know is Jimi Hendrix Are You Experienced. Without
waiting for my brother’s permission, I opened it immediately and put it on. That was it for me. I wanted to play
guitar. Like so many others at that time, and like so many guitar players in every generation since then, I was
inspired and intrigued by Hendrix’s music and his sound. So when Doug and I got the chance to go study one of
Hendrix’s personal touring amps at the Museum of Pop Culture in Seattle, of course we said yes. And when we
built the first prototype of the circuit, we were stunned at how much it sounded like Hendrix.
Studying Hendrix’s amp not only showed us the circuit, which is well documented, but what had been modified
in the circuit schematic, and it confirmed the types of parts Hendrix was playing. We had to take what we were
seeing and consider the guitars and the pedals that were being used with it as well as the fact that this amp was
significantly modified – in part to work on American power in the 1960’s without blowing up and in part to
further dial in the sound. Still, designing the PRS HX was not an exercise in over engineering – it’s a fairly straightforward build. We kept the historical specs where it made sense, and we made substitutions based on availability,
safety, and experience. In the end, I think we have made an authentic sounding amplifier with exceptional build
quality and enough power to blow your pantleg when you play it.

IMAGE OF PAUL AND AMP

In a real way, amplifiers are musical instruments. They are devices that “amplify” the sound of a player’s
hands, guitar, and pedals. The HX amplifiers are also more than that. They are a study of history, an homage
to a legendary tone, and our attempt to honor Hendrix’s impact on music. Thank you to The Museum of Pop
Culture and Janie Hendrix for their support of this project.
We hope this hand-crafted amplifier brings you a lifetime of enjoyment, musical results, and pride in ownership.
We appreciate your confidence.

PAUL REED SMITH AND DOUG SEWELL

Paul Reed Smith met Texas amp builder Doug Sewell
at the Dallas Vintage Guitar Show in 2006. Paul’s band
was scheduled to play, he needed an amp, and was
introduced to Sewell. “I loved the way his amps sounded,
and after barely saying hello, Doug and I were inside
rewiring the amp I was going to play through,” said
Paul Reed Smith. Soon after that meeting, Doug moved
to Maryland to work with Paul and the team at PRS.
Sewell and Smith have since spent years building,
listening, studying, and finalizing circuits for PRS
amplifier designs. The goal, as always, is to produce
highly usable and musical tools for musicians.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Power & Preamp Tubes
PRS uses matched power tubes and the best pre-amp
tubes available. After an extensive shoot-out, PRS
chose to feature New Sensor EL34EH power tubes
and JJ ECC803S pre-amp tubes in PRS HX amplifiers.
The pre-amp tubes are assigned as follows:
V1: Input | V2: Cathode Follower | V3: Phase Inverter
Circuit & Power Supply
This circuit is overwhelmingly identical to the historic
amplifier that PRS documented. PRS also referenced
several vintage stock amps for additional context.
Small changes were made to ensure guitarists get
“the sound” and to ensure that all the settings are
completely usable. Additionally, the HX 100 and 50
have matching circuits with a mod to make the output
transformers sound identical to the originals. Please
note that the HX 50 has the documented 100 watt
power supply, which makes it sound much closer to
the 100 watt PRS documented than a normal 50 watt
amp. The power supply design also make these amps
remarkably quiet with little to no amp “hum or hiss.”
Output Transformer
PRS HX 100 and 50 amps feature a custom-made
Straight Edge output transformer. The transformer
design from our carefully selected manufacturer
allows for what we feel is the most authentic recreation of the original transformers used in the late
60’s. Again, this specification was chosen after an
extensive shoot out of available options.
Chassis
PRS HX amps feature a steel chassis (instead of
aluminum). 0.060 steel is used for strength, adding
to the HX’s durability and roadworthiness. The steel
has been processed and coated to prevent corrosion.

Circuit Boards
We elected to forgo original tag board construction
to allow for improved consistency, grounding techniques, and robust construction via 2mm, two-sided,
through-hole PCBs with 2 oz. copper. Realizing that
the 60’s amps were notoriously different from one
to the next, we wanted to provide amps with the
high level of tone and performance consistency that
robust and well-designed PCBs can offer. The HX
100 and 50 amps are hand-wired in Maryland, USA
by our experienced and talented craftsmen. Design
techniques were utilized to allow for the purest
tones with a startlingly low level of background
noise even at high volumes.
Built with Serviceability in Mind*
Bias jacks and bias adjustment controls are accessible
from the back panel for ease of service. The power
tubes can be measured easily to detect unbalanced,
dead, or bad tubes, and the bias adjust control
adjusts all tubes with one movement. (PRS uses
matched power tubes to achieve this).
*Bias adjustments and tube replacements should
only be performed by a qualified technician. Please
set around 30 mV.
Note on Loudness/Volume
PRS HX 100 and 50 amps are vintage stock volume.
PRS recommends using a volume attenuator with
these amplifiers. There are several good choices on
the market. PRS recommends the Koch Loadbox
LB120 II. Please note, these come in 16 and 8 ohm
versions; make sure the resistance matches the
cabinet being used.
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1. Power On
PRS HX amplifiers feature a 2-way On/Off power
switch. These amps were designed with historically-correct, high-power value capacitors and do not
need a Standby Switch as part of properly powering on the amp. Mute the amp in lieu of a Standby
Switch by simply pulling out the guitar input cable
one click.
2. Presence
The Presence control resides circuit-wise in the
power amp section and manipulates the negative
feedback. Turn up the presence control to release
more high-mid and treble into your sound. Depending on your preamp tone stack settings and
your volume, the presence can change the volume
and/or the texture of your high-end, making your
amp wilder or more “present” sounding.
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3. TMB Tone Stack
The historic pre-amp tone stack of the HX 100
& 50 features treble, middle, and bass controls.
This classic design driven by the cathode follower
is placed later in the preamp circuit and is a big
part of getting that wonderful midrange-driven,
creamy British distortion.
4. High-Mid Gain Switch
Historically, some of Hendrix’s amps feature a key
capacitor that helps define the gain and voicing
of the amp and some do not (the amp PRS documented contained the part). We have included the
capacitor and put it on a switch, so players can easily
bring it in and out of the circuit. This is a classic mod.
In the down position, there’s a more vintage, thick
tone. The up position provides more high midrange
gain that helps cut through the mix.
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5. Individual Treble & Bass Volumes
These controls regulate the output level of the
internally-bridged channels. By individually setting the Treble and Bass Volume controls, players
can better dial-in their tone and distortion.
6. 3-Way Bright Switch
HX amps feature a 3-way (off/on/on) bright switch,
so players can set their brightness as desired when
the treble channel volume control is below ten.
Bright 1 is a standard value. On the Bright 2 setting,
the brightness is further increased so players can
reach their desired brightness at lower volumes.
7. Input
PRS HX amplifiers feature a single input. On the
documented historic amp, there were four inputs.
Historically, these channels were “jumped” so the
two channels could be blended. Here, the treble
and bass “channels” are internally bridged for
modern convenience – eliminating the need for a
jumper cable on the outside of the amplifier.

As an amp designer, the opportunity to work on a project such as this is arguably one of the most important
in one’s career, and I have treated this amplifier with the greatest respect from day-one. This is also one of the
first projects where the sheer importance of it overshadowed the schedule in that it has taken years rather
than months to come to fruition. From a technical and sound standpoint, the design process took us through
several transformer manufacturers/designs, power tube brands and models, preamp tubes, capacitor brands
and types, chassis materials, etc. Bottom line is that we had to get it right, no matter how long it took. As the
design progressed, we verified the circuit with many sets of critical ears by a very impressive pool of artists –
starting with Paul Reed Smith. The final design was a long time coming, but it reflects history and the intense
efforts we went through to provide what we feel is the essence of what Mr. Hendrix searched for in his amplifiers
during his lifetime.

Doug Sewell

PRS Amp Designer

Images of Jimi Hendrix’s 1969 Marshall Super Lead amplifier, Museum of Pop Culture
permanent collection, Seattle, WA.
left to right/top to bottom:
1. Late ’68, early ’69 chassis configuration with added voltage selector 2. Two extra output jacks – used on
export models 3. “West Coast Organ and Amp Service” sticker, Hendrix’s West Coast amp modder, as seen
on Woodstock amps 4 & 5. Classic Hendrix touring-amp stenciling 6. Cool mix of Mustard and Wima Tropyfol
coupling capacitors 7. West Coast Organ and Amp Service “cherry-picked” power transformer replacement
Photos: Doug Sewell, PRS Amp Designer

ARTIST ACCOLADES
“This amp CRUSHES. Plug in, dime the eq, set the volume knobs and bright
switches to taste, and you have what I consider to be a killer, dynamic sound
that changes with your choice of guitar, pickups, and its volume and tone
controls. That’s the secret to a great amp right there.”
- Butch Walker
“The PRS HX amp takes design concepts utilized for over a half century and
brings them into the new millennium. A balance of power, dynamics, and tone
with enough headroom to rattle your brain when needed. A sonic beast.”
– Myles Kennedy
“Being an absolute Jimi Hendrix fanatic, I was blown away at the opportunity
to try out this amp!!! Not only does it nail that classic Jimi vibe and sound,
but it can do so much more as well!”
– Chris Robertson
“This amp is sick!!!” All the frequencies are in the right spot. It takes pedals like
a champ and breaks up really good and cleans up really well.”
- Justin Derrico

“The HX is an incredible rig. Not only does it have a ton
of power, it’s got plenty of nuance and subtlety. Plus,
my favorite pedals sound awesome straight in to the
front end, with no need for an effects loop.”
– Mark Lettieri

PRS HX 100 & 50
AMPLIFIERS

We would like to thank The Museum of Pop Culture in Seattle, Washington
and Janie Hendrix for their support of this project.
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